Dark Corners: A Novel

A spectacularly compelling story of
blackmail, murders both accidental and
opportunistic, and of one lifes fateful
unraveling from Ruth Rendellone of the
most remarkable novelists of her
generation (People)writing at her most
acute and mesmerizing.When his father
dies, Carl Martin inherits a house in an
increasingly rich and trendy London
neighborhood. Carl needs cash, however,
so he rents the upstairs room and kitchen to
the first person he interviews, Dermot
McKinnon. That was colossal mistake
number one. Mistake number two was
keeping his fathers bizarre collection of
homeopathic cures that he found in the
medicine cabinet, including a stash of
controversial diet pills. Mistake number
three was selling fifty of those diet pills to
a friend, who is then found dead. Dermot
seizes a nefarious opportunity and begins
to blackmail Carl, refusing to pay rent, and
creepily invading Carls space. Ingeniously
weaving together two storylines that finally
merge in one shocking turn, Ruth Rendell
describes one mans spiral into darknessand
murderas he falls victim to a diabolical foe
he cannot escape. This is masterful
storytelling that gets under your skin,
brilliant psychological suspense from Ruth
Rendell. No one surpasses Ruth Rendell
when it comes to stories of obsession,
instability, and malignant coincidence
(Stephen King).

Dark Corners [Ruth Rendell] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A brilliantly dark and sinister novel of
psychological suspense by RuthFind helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Dark Corners: A Novel at . Read
honest and unbiased product reviews from our users. Including those she published as Barbara Vine, Dark Corners is
Ruth Rendells 66th novel and her last. Rendell, who was made a life peerRead the first few pages from Ruth Rendells
final novel the dark and atmospheric psychological thriller, Dark Corners. The late Ruth Rendells final novel is built on
that most unnerving of things: catastrophe brought about not by premeditated evil but by aKitty said: DARK CORNERS
BY LIZ SCHULTEI am sitting here in my living room Then along came Liz Shulte with her novel Dark Corners and
finally - finally,Buy Dark Corners 1st Edition by Ruth Rendell (ISBN: 9780091959241) from Amazons Book Store.
Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.Dark Corners has 2769 ratings and 485 reviews. Sue said: This
is the first novel I have read by this author, and now feel sad to see that Dark CornersBuy Dark Corners by Ruth Rendell
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at or Amazon.com Summary: Ruth Rendells last book might not be her greatest but its still head and Dark Corners,
although a minor work compared to Rendell titles such as Simisola or the Vine book A Fatal Inversion, enjoyably and
The title of her last, posthumously published novel, Dark Corners (a quote from Measure for Measure) is an apt one,
articulating as it does When Ruth Rendell died in May, it was announced she had completed a final novel before her last
illness. Dark Corners has no dedication norThe Dark Corner has 41 ratings and 14 reviews. A troubled Episcopal Rarely
does a book get under my skin like Powells Dark Corner. After reading his first In common with many of this authors
other stand-alone novels of psychological suspense, Dark Corners traces the destructive connecting Dark Corners by
Ruth Rendell review a spookily perfect farewell The last words of Ruth Rendells 66th novel, it can be revealed
withoutThis reading group guide for Dark Corners includes an introduction, discussion questions, and ideas for
enhancing your book club. The suggested questions are
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